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Fight against Covi d:
Pfi zer, AstraZeneca & Regeneron
Welcome to the second monthly edition of the Quantum
Terminal newsletter, which focuses on corporate
intellectual property (IP) analytics.
The Quantum Terminal is an artificial intelligence-driven
big data corporate IP analytics platform. We explore each
element of a company’s IP to form an individual
knowledge profile. Combined with fundamental data, we
draw a precise picture and gain completely
new insights into more than 700,000 companies
worldwide based on more than 110 million patents, 250
million innovations, and 310 million references.
Essentially, almost all innovations, patents and scholarly
work ever created digitally. Indicators from top
universities (such as Harvard, University of California,
University of Hong Kong) and renowned institutions
(OECD, NBER) have been implemented to provide
unparalleled IP analytics.
This month we use the Quantum Terminal to investigate
the IP strength of three pharma/biotech companies. Pfizer,
AstraZeneca and Regeneron all have notable expertise in
the fight against Covid.
Unsurprisingly, there is an expectation that the drive for
global vaccination could fuel share prices. In November,
Morgan Stanley suggested the global market could be
worth $10bn a year, while Credit Suisse put that figure on
the US market alone.
There is a growing acceptance that Covid-19 will be an
endemic disease that requires populations globally to
receive booster shots, in a similar manner to annual flu
jabs.
If so, Covid vaccines could generate ten times more
revenue than a typical ‘blockbuster’ drug. Although some
companies are offering to produce vaccinations on a notfor-profit basis during the pandemic, there is scope for
profit thereafter – with Big Pharma benefiting from billions
of dollars of public money that recently poured into Covid
research.

By this point, dozens of other vaccines were in
development. In the US alone, The New York Times
reported 13 in late stage (phase 3) trials, with 7 more
approved for “limited use”.
One of the most promising is the so-called “Oxford”
vaccine, co-produced with AstraZeneca, which has a
market cap of ~$100bn. As a “vector viral” it works
differently from the Pfizer mRNA-based vaccine.
It has the advantages of being cheaper and more easily
stored, at fridge temperature instead of -70C. Early trials
suggested a slightly lower level of protection, of 62%-90%.
The Regeneron “antibody cocktail” is different again, as it
does not rely on the body’s immune response. In October,
it came to prominence when President Trump used it after
catching the virus. Alongside the University of
Pennsylvania, the company is investigating whether
technology developed for gene therapy can be used to
make a nasal spray – though protection from Covid would
only last a few months. Regeneron is smaller than the other
two companies featured, with a market cap about half that
of AstraZeneca.
Broad v Narrow
Using the Quantum Terminal to analyse their full patent
portfolios at a high conceptual level, we can see how the
broad IP skillsets of these three companies compare. The
dominant categories, as one would expect, are “Organic
Chemistry” (C07) and “Medical Science” (A61). Pfizer’s IP
dominance over AstraZeneca in both fields is clearly
evident in Fig A.

With IP inevitably at the heart of pharmaceutical
valuations, what light can our analysis shed on these
leading industry players?
Three Covid 19 Pharma Products
Fig A (L2 Overlay, Pfizer Orange, AstraZeneca Yellow)

As the largest of the three (with a market cap of around
$225bn as of early December), Pfizer co-produced the
vaccine given to a 90-year-old British woman on 8
December.
Margaret Keenan became the first person in the world to
receive this regulatory-approved jab as part of a mass
vaccination programme. Offering up to 95% protection, it
is the first mRNA vaccine set to achieve widespread
approval for use in humans.
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In turn, AstraZeneca’s overall IP strength outweighs
Regeneron (see Fig B). Regeneron only has a significant
edge over its two rivals when it comes to “Enzymology and
genetic engineering” (C12).
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Fig B (L2 Overlay, AstraZeneca Orange, Regeneron Yellow)

Fig D (L4 Overlay, AstraZeneca Orange, Regeneron Yellow)

At a more granular level (Quantum Terminal Level 4), we
see a more nuanced picture emerge. Pfizer’s IP still
outstrips AstraZeneca in most areas, but the two
companies are fairly evenly matched in the field of
“antineoplastic agents”. These are medications used to
treat cancer – otherwise known as chemotherapy – and
come in many forms, including pills and liquid injections.
AstraZeneca also takes a lead in research on “antibodies”
(A61K) and “cell surface antigens” (C07K). Also known as
“cell markers”, antigens are used to identify and classify
different types of cell (see Fig C).
Fig E (L4 Overlay, Pfizer Orange, Regeneron Yellow)

Compound Words
A review of keywords that feature in patents filed by Pfizer
over the past 5 years demonstrates the broad range of
activities undertaken by the pharmaceutical giant. See Fig
F.

Fig C (L4 Overlay, Pfizer Orange, AstraZeneca Yellow)

Regeneron displays a narrow range of IP strength
compared to its rivals. However, just as AstraZeneca leads
Pfizer in “antibodies” and “cell surface antigens” IP,
Regeneron in turn challenges AstraZeneca in these same
fields. Almost matching AstraZeneca on “antibody” IP, the
smallest company of the three is ahead both on “cell
surface antigens” and “medicinal preparations containing
antigens or antibodies” (A61K). See Fig D and Fig E.
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Fig F (Pfizer word cloud)

The word “inhibitor”, which looms large, refers to enzyme
inhibitors used in heart medications to widen blood vessels
and thus lower blood pressure. “Kinase” medicines,
meanwhile, regulate biochemical pathways within cells and
are used in the treatment of cancer, among other diseases.
“Pyrimidine” chemical structures appear naturally, but are
also key to many synthetic compounds used in medicines,
ranging from barbiturates to HIV antiretrovirals. Alongside
such generalised keywords, we see a range of specific
chemical formulas, which enjoy a wide sweep of potential
applications.
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The word cloud generated by AstraZeneca (Fig G)
highlights this company’s strong IP in relation to cancer
treatments. For example, antibody-drug “conjugates” (or
ADCs) are a type of biopharmaceutical that targets cancer.
“Pyrrolobenzodiazepines” have antibiotic or anti-tumor
properties. And “GITR(L)” relates to a protein that
influences T cells to help activate immune response
against tumours.

Fig I (AstraZeneca share price)

Fig G (AstraZeneca word cloud)

The Regeneron word cloud (Fig H) does not reference
specific compounds to the same extent as those
generated by Pfizer and AstraZeneca. Instead, we see a
constellation of words relating to genetic engineering and
genome therapy. “Nuclease-mediated” involves genome
editing, while PD-1 and PD-L1 are proteins that release the
brakes on the immune system and help kill cancer cells.

Fig J (Pfizer share price)

While all three companies offer protection from Covid, it is
Regeneron stock that first showed a dramatic upward tick,
coinciding with the pandemic’s onset. Their stock more
than doubled between October 2019 and July 2020.
However, since summer, some of the gains have fallen
away (see Fig K), perhaps with the realisation that multiple
Covid vaccines will soon be brought to market.

Fig H (Regeneron word cloud)

Vaccines v Share Price
The strength of IP does not map neatly against stock price
movements over the past 5 years. AstraZeneca has seen
relatively steady growth, with its share price doubling (see
Fig I). Pfizer shares gained rapidly during 2017 and most of
2018.

Fig K (Regeneron share price)

However, the stock price has had a bumpy ride since then.
At the time of writing, it has yet to regain the peak it
achieved in November 2018 (see Fig J).
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In comparing revenues (see Fig L), the difference in scale
between the three companies is also clear. Pfizer sold
$49bn over the past 12 months, with AstraZeneca
generating little more than half that ($26bn). Regeneron’s
sales growth, however, sets it apart. Pfizer actually showed
a modest decline in sales compared to FY19, while
AstraZeneca made a similar dollar gain, but from a much
higher base.
Moreover, EBIT and EBITDA margins enjoyed by the two
bigger companies are outstripped by Regeneron. Indeed
by Q3 2020 Regeneron’s EBIT margin was far higher than
that of its competitors (at 38%, compared to Pfizer’s 21%
and AstraZeneca’s 18%).
Mapping stock price movements against our Current
Impact Index (CII) provides further insight.
CII is calculated using forward citations of a company’s IP
published in the past 12 months. A monthly snapshot, this
indicator captures the ‘technological impact’ of a company
relative to its industry peers. A value of 1 means the
technological impact of its IP equals that of its peers.
Anything above 1 indicates a higher technological impact
than its peers. By the same token, a value below 1
indicates below-average impact.
All three companies experienced a sharp uptick as their
work on Covid started to come on stream. In 2018 and

2019, both AstraZeneca and Regeneron lagged the
industry average. During this 24 month period AstraZeneca
did not score above 1 on any occasion. As recently as
January 2020, its CII stood at a flaccid 0.18. However, in
the following months it climbed rapidly, breaking past the
average in August (to 1.14). From here, it continued to new
heights with a score of 2.77 in November 2020, making it
the most ‘technically impactful’ of the three. Regeneron’s
CII ascent displays a similar pattern. Its narrow focus
delivered a measly score of 0.11 in January 2020. By
October and November it stood at 1.86.
Pfizer’s CII story is different. In 2018, it was the only
company of the three consistently achieving scores above
1. However, this industry leading edge fell away in 2019
with scores dipping as low as 0.19 (in October 2019). Only
in August 2020 did Pfizer again exceed the industry
average. With its new vaccine on the way in the winter, the
score rose to 1.49 in November.
Pfizer stock gained little over the past five years,
undershooting the S&P500 by a wide margin. Despite
pressure on sales and margins, this lacklustre performance
is surprising given the strength of their underlying IP.
However, since October 2020 there has been a sharp
uptick, both in share price and CII. With positive ‘first to
market’ news around their vaccine, this upward correction
is both understandable and may have further to go.

Fig L (Financial Comparison)
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